
Basic Color Recipes
CMYK RGB

Red Magenta and yellow about equal, cyan much lower. Green and blue about equal, red much higher.
Yellowish Red Yellow highest, cyan lowest, magenta closer to yellow. Blue lowest, red highest, green closer to blue.
Reddish Yellow Yellow highest, cyan lowest, magenta closer to cyan. Blue lowest, red highest, green closer to red.
Yellow Yellow high, cyan & magenta about equal and much lower. Blue low, red and green about equal and much higher.
Greenish Yellow Yellow high, magenta lowest, cyan closest to magenta. Blue lowest, green highest, red closest to green.
Yellowish Green Yellow high, magenta lowest, cyan closest to yellow. Blue lowest, green highest, red closest to blue.
Green Cyan and yellow about equal, magenta much lower. Red and blue about equal, green much higher.
Cyanish Green Cyan highest, magenta lowest, yellow closest to cyan. Red lowest, green highest, blue closest to green.
Greenish Cyan Cyan highest, magenta lowest, yellow closer to magenta. Red lowest, green highest, blue closest to red.
Cyan Cyan high magenta & yellow about equal and much lower. Red lowest, green and blue about equal and much higher.
Bluish Cyan Magenta and yellow about equal, cyan much lower. Red lowest, blue highest, green closer to blue.
Cyanish Blue Small CMYK gamut, means about same as bluish cyan. Red highest, blue highest, green closer to red.
Blue Cyan highest, magenta almost as high, yellow lowest. Blue lowest, red and green about equal and much higher.
Magenta-ish Blue Yellow lowest, magenta equal to or slightly more than cyan. Green highest, blue lowest, red closer to green.
Bluish Magenta Magenta high, yellow lowest, cyan somewhere between. Green highest, blue lowest, red closer to blue.
Magenta Magenta high, yellow & cyan about equal and much lower. Green lowest, red and blue about equal and much higher.
Magenta-ish Red Magenta high, cyan low, yellow closer to magenta. Green low, red high, blue closer to green.

LAB
Red A and B both strongly positive and about equal.
Yellowish Red A and B positive, B highest, A more than half as high.
Reddish Yellow A and B positive, B highest, A less than half as high.
Yellow A near zero, B strongly positive.
Greenish Yellow A slightly negative, B strongly positive.
Yellowish Green A strongly negative, B slightly positive.
Green A strongly negative, B near zero.
Cyanish Green A strongly negative, B slightly negative.
Greenish Cyan A strongly negative, B not quite as negative.
Cyan A and B both strongly negative and about equal.
Bluish Cyan A not quite as negative as B.
Cyanish Blue A much less negative than B.
Blue A near zero, B strongly negative.
Magenta-ish Blue A slightly positive, B strongly negative.
Bluish Magenta A strongly positive, B slightly negative.
Magenta A strongly positive, B near zero.
Magenta-ish Red A strongly positive, B slightly positive
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